
CONTENT

Your post must be on one of four topics:

1 Leadership 

2 Vision and Strategy

3 Connecting with the world, outreach type stuff

4 Mentoring

Your post cannot be an advertisement for your ministry or any products 

you sell.   (However, I do have a promotion/event category for that if you 

are interested.)

GUIDELINES

1. Your post must be original and not previously published either on the 

Web or in print.

2. You agree not to publish it anywhere else, including your own blog or 

Web site. You may, however, post a brief “tease” or summary on your 

site that links to the post. Posting this “tease” informs your friends 

and families that you are doing something for the kingdom.  It’s all 

about connecting.  Let your facebook and twitter followers know you 

are doing a post with a time of when to expect to see it and a link to 

the sisterhood blog. 

3. You may provide up to three  links: one for your blog or Web site or 

your churches site, one for your bio or About page, and one for your 

Twitter or facebook username (optional). 



4. Your post should be at least 300 words long and no more than 800 

words.

5. You may want to read “Write a great post and submitting it” This will 

help you in what to do, the nuts and bolts of the whole posting.

EDITING

1 I will likely copyedit your post for grammar, punctuation, spelling, 

etc. If I make substantive changes (unlikely), I will email the post 

back to you for your approval before posting.

2 I may provide a short introduction or conclusion to your post to 

provide context or the rationale as to why I think the post is 

important. I will make sure that my comments are set off from yours 

stylistically, so that my readers are clear that these are mine and not 

yours.

DISCLAIMER

I understand the work that it takes to write a blog post. However, the fact 

that you have written a post and submitted it to me does not obligate me to 

publish it. The only guest posts I will publish are those that in my sole 

judgment add value to my readers.

Furthermore, if I do not approve your guest post, I will attempt to explain 

why it was not approved. However, I won’t spend a major amount of time 

with this.  



SUBMISSIONS

If your post meets the above guidelines:

1 Please email it to me, sandivand@me.com for consideration. I will 

respond with a “yes” or “no” within 4 to 6 weeks.

2 Please confirm that you are willing to engage with readers in the 

comments about your post. This is hugely important and a non-

negotiable.  This means when someone makes a comment on your 

post, you will reply.  You will be notified by email if you need this. We 

want to encourage dialogue.


